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Diabetes Undone FACILITATOR’S GUIDE

WORKSHOP OVERVIEW
Diabetes Undone Group Edition is intentionally designed around a
group-based model of learning. This program is an engaging, expertdriven, educational video encounter. The program is in a group setting
with multiple exercises and including supportive, accountability roles
from the local Diabetes Undone team.
Diabetes Undone is delivered over 8 sessions, typically meeting twice a
week over one month, or once a week over two months, and is followed
by a 21-day, independent healthy habit-setting journey through the
Journal (p. 98). Our program will allow you to empower lasting lifestyle
change in your community while building lasting friendships.

Your Local Diabetes Undone Team
While having a robust team is ideal, it’s possible to do all of the below with a
1-person team, especially if you’re a health coach working with an individual.

Coordinator
Sets up the online workshop, manages the coordinator of scheduling
sessions, ordering participant kits, marketing initiatives, and manages
volunteer facilitators. Volunteer facilitators include the roles of Workshop
Host, Health Partner, and Food Samples Team Members. It’s often that
the coordinator also fulfills the additional role of Workshop Host.
Workshop Host
The friendly, local face of the program, the Workshop Host leads the
sessions and makes announcements. Using this detailed Facilitator‘s
Guide, this person will guide the audience through the course.
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While we recommend a medical professional who has gone through our
program, a gifted communicator may do just as well (or better). The ideal is a
caring, healthy, and enthusiastic person.

Health Partners
The supportive “coaches” of the program, your Health Partners
are essential to the long-term success of your participants. They
foster connection and lead group discussions. They also help
participants set and achieve personal health goals for each of the
program’s 8 STEPS (pp. 8-11).
In addition, they provide accountability by being committed to
receiving daily, individual calls from the participants in their group. The
calls are optional, but encouraged for motivation and accountability.
It’s important to clearly understand the characteristics and commitment this
role requires. Choose people who are natural supporters and good listeners.
They should be committed to receiving calls from at least a few participants.

Food Sample Team
Utilizes the Diabetes Undone recipes to prepare the food samples
for each session. A video link for each recipe is included next to
each session. Recipes are also featured in the cookbook and on
lifeandhealth.org. You may want to invest in making a meal,
as tasting delicious, plant-based and diabetic-friendly recipes is
incredibly encouraging for participants. We recommend at least
having small samples of the recipe for participants to taste.
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The Dashboard

Labeled the “Dashboard”, this is where you’ll do most of your workshop
planning and maintenance. From the Dashboard, you can order more
materials, watch all of the session videos, invite facilitators to help you
coordinate the workshop, print marketing materials, and much more.
To learn about the different components of the Dashboard and how
to utilize each one, please watch our Dashboard Tour tutorial video at
lhngroups.org/support.
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Pre-Workshop Informational Session
Prior to starting the workshop, you may want to hold a pre-workshop
info and registration session at your venue. During this session, you
can invite community members to learn what the Diabetes Undone
workshop is, when you’ll be hosting it, introduce your facilitators, and
conclude by registering the people who want to join the workshop.
Resources
Materials have been provided for you in the Dashboard. Log into your
facilitator’s account and click “Facilitator Resources.”

You can find a PowerPoint/Keynote presentation with notes for each slide
and printable registration forms. Videos for the presentation are under
“Pre-Workshop Information Session Resources.”
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Team Tips
Coordinator
* Order kits—purchase 2–3 extra kits, in case more participants show
up unexpectedly.
* If you don’t have reliable Internet at your hosting location, consider
ordering the Diabetes Undone Group Edition DVD set to play videos
without internet. It’s also a good idea to order a few Homework DVDs
to loan to participants who may not have internet access at their home.
* Customize, download, and print marketing material straight from
your dashboard. The options available to you on your dashboard
are the following: flyers in two sizes, press release, large banner,
and news ads in three sizes.
* Note that you can edit the entry fee for participants on your marketing
materials. What this means is that, although you’re purchasing
participant kits from us at a wholesale price of $49, you can charge
more or less than that amount—whatever meets the needs of your
workshop the best. We recommend charging $99 per participant, as
it gives you a budget for cooking with your group, and encourages
your participants to truly commit to the workshop and give it their all.
* Choose your team carefully and invite them as volunteer facilitators
in order to grant them access to all of the Diabetes Undone videos
and many other helpful tools for review and preparation.
* Schedule regular team meetings before and during the workshop.
Workshop Host
* Thoroughly watch the course at least once and review the videos in
the upcoming session before facilitating.
* Prepare for and anticipate participant questions that may come up
in the upcoming session.
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*
*
*

Empower your Health Partners during every session. Reinforce
their value by encouraging participants to interact with their Health
Partners, especially for goal setting and accountability.
Stay connected to your Health Partners, so that you know what
exciting stories you can share and which goals to emphasize.
During sessions, verbally cheer the “wins” of individual participants
from the front to built camaraderie and momentum.

Health Partner
* Thoroughly watch the course at least once and review the videos in
the upcoming sessions in conjunction with the workbook.
* Review the Discussion Time questions and upcoming 8 STEPS
along with the coaching questions for each step.
* Watch Health Partner Workshop videos”* to learn how to become a
more effective Health Partner.
* Let your participants know they can call or text you what they ate
(or will eat) and what they did (or will do) for exercise, and whether
or not they met their weekly STEP goal. Use this time to connect
between the sessions.The calls don’t need to be long and drawnout—a minute or two will do!
* You can access these videos by clicking ”Facilitator Resources” from the Dashboard.

Food Sample Team
* There are 8 diabetic friendly recipes suggested in this guide, and
can be found at the end of each session outline.
* Utillize the QR code for each recipe found in Plant to Plates: Diabetes
Edition cookbook to quickly access cooking videos.
* Feel free to explore many other recipes that are found in Plant to
Plates: Diabetes Edition cookbook.
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Important Announcements to Make
First
The first is the medical disclaimer. The Medical Disclaimer goes like
this: “This course is not meant to replace medical advice. Following
the health strategies outlined in this course can change blood sugars
very quickly. Often people who follow the nutrition guidelines
need to decrease medications within a few days in order to avoid a
hypoglycemic crisis. It’s a great thing to lower high blood sugars, but
this process needs to be carefully monitored! As we move through this
course, it’s important to check blood sugars frequently and to work with
your doctor and healthcare team. Because this is so important, we’re
asking your Health Partner to remind you of this during each session.”
Second
The second announcement you should make is to remind participants
to let their physician know that they’re enrolled in a diabetes reversal
program, and may expect a sudden drop in blood sugar. This may
necessitate a rapid drop in medication. Please make sure Health
Partners ensure that each participant in their group has done this.
Third (Optional)
After everyone has met their health partners, make an announcement
that you would like to give the group the option to call their Health
Partners with a daily health update. Call don’t have to be long or
personal in nature—maybe a minute at most. It can include the
following: (1) what they ate/will eat, (2) what did did/will do for exercise,
and (3) if they met/will meet their STEP goal. By offering to take calls for
your participants, you’ll supercharge their health journey. Remember
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that your role is not to judge or police them. In other words, no shaming
and no lectures. The calls are simply a time to report and an opportunity
to connect.

Follow Up
We believe we were designed to have the physical, emotional, and
spiritual domains of our life in balance. Community is a large part
of that, and your group may find that the most difficult part of the
journey is after Diabetes Undone has concluded and when they’ve
returned home to friends or family who may not share or support
their newfound lifestyle. So, we advise following up with your group
every once in awhile to check in on everyone’s “whole health”. Plan on
hosting a bimonthly potluck, a walking club, or monthly check-ins over
the phone.

Diabetes Undone FACILITATOR’S GUIDE

Journal
You may find that, even after you’ve successfully guided a group
through all eight session of Diabetes Undone, they’ll still be
wondering:
What’s next?
This is where their workbook becomes much more than a fill-in-theblank book, and turns into their accountability partner. Starting from
page 96 in their workbooks and for 21 days, workshop participants
will record and reflect upon their physical and emotional health,
which will help them transition from the Diabetes Undone program
into independent, healthy lifestyles and set the stage for the rest of
their lives.
It’s really at this point – apart from the group, back in the comfort and
normalcy of their homes – that their journeys to health will really be
challenged. It’s here that they’ll decide their life’s trajectory.
Once you reach Session 8, please emphasize to your participants
the importance of maintaining their new lifestyle changes. It would
be wise to also take time to review the following sections with your
group before you part ways.
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Weekly Meal Plan (pp. 100, 101)
Participants can prepare for a healthful, diabetic-friendly week
ahead of time by plugging in recipes from their copy of the Plant to
Plate: Diabetes Edition cookbook. They can also build their grocery
list and make a note of other recipe resources here.
Weekly Goals (p. 102)
At the beginning of each week, participants will take some time
to reflect on last week’s progress and the following week’s goals.
From breaking bad habits and creating new ones, to designating a
“reward” for meeting their goals, this page is designed to set small,
attainable goals that will help reach the ultimate goal of balanced,
whole health.
Daily Journal (pp. 104, 105)
Each day for 21 days, participants will wake up to gratitude and
the day’s goal. Throughout the day, they will log their meals, water
intake, exercise, and how they felt during it all. At the end of the day,
instead of simply drifting off to sleep, they will take time to take a
lesson away from today, in preparation for tomorrow.
There you have it—the end of your Diabetes Undone training! As
you get ready to begin your very first session, we at Life and Health,
the creators of Diabetes Undone, are so thankful for your help in
sharing the hope of restored health. If you’re interested in our other
educational programs like Diabetes Undone, please visit us at www.
lifeandhealth.org/courses.
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SESSION 1

CHANGE YOUR PARADIGM
SHOW: Welcome Video (2m 40s)

!! Take note that, whenever you see a blue headline in this guide, it means
that it’s the Workshop Host’s turn to lead the workshop. Start your first
session with the video entitled “Welcome Video”.

Welcome
When the video is done, greet your audience with a warm welcome.

SHOW: Out with the Old (7m 22s)
SHOW: In with the New (9m 31s)

Throughout the course, you can briefly introduce each video by saying,
“Our next video will be…”

Announce Health Partners

Introduce Health Partners (See Your Local Diabetes Undone Team on
p. 7. Direct participants to that workbook section as well). Announce
that they will now lead the small groups discussions from p. 16 of
the workbook. You need at least one Health Partner for each small
group/table. If you have more than one for each group, they can take
turns in leading out and can give more individualized support in their
additional accountability role.
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Workbook (p. 16)

!! Take note that, whenever you see an orange headline in this guide,
it means that it’s the Health Partners’ time to lead their group. Health
Partners lead their groups in discussions and answers..
Test Your Knowledge Answers
Hope is the feeling that what is desired could actually be possible.

Reflect/Discussion Time
Before tonight, did you have the “old” diabetes paradigm or the
new? What influenced your thinking?
Can write if they choose but main goal is discussion.

SHOW: Diabetes 101 (9m 0s)
Workbook (p. 17)

Health Partners lead out after the video.
Test Your Knowledge Answers
1 The carbohydrates you eat break down into glucose , a sugar
that provides energy to every cell in your body.
2 As glucose enters the bloodstream, blood sugars rise.
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3 Insulin is a hormone secreted by the pancreas. It unlocks
the cells to allow the glucose inside.
4 Once the glucose enters the cells, blood sugar levels go
down .
5 High blood sugars can be caused by a lack of insulin
production (the body isn’t making it) or by insulin
resistance (the cells are ignoring the insulin).
6 Which of the following is caused by a lack of insulin
production?
a type 2 diabetes
b prediabetes
c type 1 diabetes
d gestational diabetes
7 What causes type 2 diabetes and prediabetes?
a no insulin production
b insulin resistance
c destiny
d glycogen
8 Insulin resistant cells are fat and sassy! But there’s no
need to worry. You can be sassy back. Insulin resistance
can be reversed!
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SHOW: Resisting Insulin Resistance (2m 17s)
SHOW: What’s Food Got to Do with It?

(11m 41s)

Workbook (pp. 18, 19)

Health Partners lead out after the video.
Test Your Knowledge Answers
According to Neal Barnard’s study, a plant-based diet is up to three
times more effective in lowering blood sugars than the traditional
American Diabetes Association diet.
Reflect/Discussion Time
1 What did Nancy Boughn, the aborigines, and the Hawaiians all
have in common?
They reversed diabetes through a plant-based diet.
2 Nancy didn’t just get her health back, she got her life back. In
what ways would you like to experience life more fully?

Reflect
How does the new diabetes paradigm give you hope?
Participants can share or write.
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Set STEP 1 Goal (pp. 20,21)

With your group, emphasize the importance of setting manageable
STEP Goals at the end of every session! This is the backbone of
the program, as setting and attaining health goals based on what
participants learn ensures the success each participant. On day 1,
pair each participant with a volunteer facilitator (their table’s Health
Partner or another volunteer). Strongly encourage your participants
to call their volunteer partner every day with a brief report of how
they did that day, goal-wise. This is a great way to not only keep your
group accountable, but also to naturally foster deeper relationships
throughout the program. This is very important, and it’s one more
way to commit to making the changes suggested in the program..

Announcements
!!VERY IMPORANT!! Medical Disclaimer
This course is not meant to replace medical advice. Following the
health strategies outlined in this course can change blood sugars
very quickly. Often people who follow the nutrition guidelines
need to decrease medications within a few days in order to avoid a
hypoglycemic crisis. It’s a great thing to lower high blood sugars, but
this process needs to be carefully monitored! As we move through
this course, it’s important to check blood sugars frequently and
to work with your doctor and healthcare team. Because this is so
important, we’re asking your Health Partner to remind you of this
during each session.
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Health Partner
* Check in with your group to see if they have a healthcare team they
are working with, if they know how to check blood sugars, etc.
* Daily Calls: say to your group, “Every day, please call your
Health Partner and tell them three things: (1) what you ate/will
eat, (2) what you did/will do for exercise, and (3) if you met/have
plans to meet your STEP goal. If your Health Partner can’t answer
the phone, it’s no big deal. Leave a message! Calls don’t have
to be long and there’s no punishment if you, for example, ate a
donut. This is just meant to assist you in your journey.” (Health
Partners, please don’t pressure participants to do this step if
they’re uncomfortable with this; it’s 100% voluntary.)
Workshop Host
* Tell them that you’re so happy they could come. Mention that in the
coming weeks you will take a closer look at nutrition, exercise, and
many other wellness strategies that can help them to optimize their
health, whether they have diabetes or not.
* Announce that (since food is powerful medicine) your team has
prepared some delicious samples of healthy foods to try. Invite
whoever would like to stay to eat and visit.

SHOW: Spicy 3 Bean Chili (1m 41s)

Participants can also find the recipe in Plant to Plate: Diabetes Edition
cookbook, p. 178. Serve samples, and visit.
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SESSION 2

TREAT THE CAUSE
Welcome
SHOW: Meet Dr. Youngberg (5m 21s)
Workbook (p. 22)
Reflect/Discussion Time
What is your “ikigai,” your purpose in life? How will improving
your health help you to fulfill your purpose?

SHOW: Complications (8m 7s)
Workbook (p. 22)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
1 The most dangerous complication associated with diabetes
is heart disease .
2 According to the American Heart Association, 65% of people
with diabetes die prematurely from a heart disease or stroke .
Prediabetes alone doubles the risk for a heart attack.
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Reflect/Discussion Time
How did this video change the way you think about diabetes
complications?

SHOW: The Perfect Storm (14m 34s)
Workbook (p. 23)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
1 Perfect health depends on perfect:
a genetics
b environment
c circulation
d vitamins
2 The entire body depends on the circulatory system to
function properly. Diabetes damages the body by attacking
the circulatory system.
3 Diabetes complications are like the tip of an iceberg. You
can’t solve the problem by alleviating symptoms. You have
to treat the underlying cause.
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SHOW: Cause Determines Cure (8m 9s)
Workbook (p. 24)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
1 Which of the following people has diabetes?
a a person who met the diagnostic criteria 3 years ago
b a person who currently meets the diagnostic criteria
2 Patients are often treated for the symptoms of disease, while
the underlying causes of disease are unaddressed.
3 One of the most powerful things you can do to improve your
health is to:
a manage symptoms
b trace from cause to effect
c use snake oil
d find a quick solution

Reflect/Discussion Time
1 How does it make you feel to realize there is a cure for type
2 diabetes?
2 What would life without diabetes look like?
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SHOW: Exercise and Diabetes (4m 29s)
SHOW: After-Meal Exercise (4m 58s)
Workbook (p. 25)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
1 When you exercise, your muscle cells require more
for energy:
a insulin		
c fat
b glucose		
d sodium
2 Blood sugars are highest about 45 minutes after you eat.
You can significantly lower blood sugar spikes by exercising
right after your meal.
3 Every minute of after-meal exercise can lower blood sugars
by 1 to 3 points.This adds up quickly and dramatically
decreases the damage that occurs from after-meal blood
sugar spikes.
4 Why is it important to exercise right after the meal instead of
waiting an hour?
Because after-meal exercise can prevent blood sugar
spikes that occur soon after eating.
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Discussion Time
Brainstorm some ways to fit after-meal exercise into your daily
schedule. Share this with the group.

Homework Video (pp. 26, 27)

Take this time to introduce Homework Videos to participants, and
explain how they can create an online account using their workshop
URL and enrollment code, and access supplemental homewosrk videos
online. It’s likely that many participants will need help with this, so you
can ask them to stay for a few minutes after the session.

Set STEP 2 Goal (pp. 28, 29)
Check in with group to make sure they are checking blood sugars
and working with healthcare team. Emphasize how important this is
because their blood sugars can change dramatically as they implement
these new healthy habits.

SHOW: Overnight Oats (1m 16s)

Participants can also find the recipe in Plant to Plate: Diabetes Edition
cookbook, p. 95. Serve samples, and visit.

Daily Calls

Remind participants to call or text their Health Partner every day and
share (1) what they ate, (2) what they did for exercise, and (3) if they
met their STEP goal.
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SESSION 3

EAT TO LIVE
Welcome
SHOW: Green Light Foods (14m 44s)
Workbook (pp. 30, 31)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
1 Fiber is a nutrition superstar found in plant foods, but not in
animal products. It’s the roughage part of the plant that can’t
be digested or absorbed.
2 Which of the following tasks does fiber help accomplish?
a prevents constipation
b lowers blood sugars and fights insulin resistance
c helps with weight loss
d helps prevent heart disease
e fights against cancer
f all of the above
3 Although women need 25 grams of fiber each day and men
need 38, the average American only eats 15 grams per day.
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4 Which of the following foods help fight insulin resistance
and lower blood sugars?
a non-starchy veggies
b beans
c avocados
d all of the above
5 It’s impossible to get enough protein on a plant-based diet.
a true
b false

Reflect/Discussion Time
In what ways can green light foods help you feel more alive?

SHOW: Telicia’s Story* (5m 34s)
* If you are using a DVD and missing this video, please download it for offline viewing at: http://
tinyurl.com/telecias-story

Workbook (p. 32)
Reflect/Discussion Time
Telecia suffered for years because her own thoughts were
holding her back. Now she realizes those thoughts weren’t
true. What thoughts have held you back? How can you replace
them with healthy thoughts?
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SHOW: Yellow Light Foods (13m 36s)
Workbook (p. 33)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
1 Whole wheat bread is a green light food.
a true
b false
2 Whole wheat bread is a better choice than white bread
a true
b false
3 Low fat dairy products are associated with an increased risk
in prostate cancer .
4 Which of the following is a yellow light food?
a apples
b apple pie
c applesauce
d Applejacks

Reflect/Discussion Time
Does the concept of “food as medicine” change the way you
want to grocery shop? If so, how will you shop the next time you
need to buy groceries?
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SHOW: Red Light Foods (15m 39s)
Workbook (pp. 34, 35)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
1 When a grain is refined, it loses 75% of its vitamins and
minerals, 90% of its fiber, and 95% of its phytochemicals.
2 Refined grains cause low grade inflammation in the body.
They are broken down to sugar, so once absorbed, their
impact is similar. Refined grains are linked to increased
abdominal fat, atherosclerosis, diabetes, and early mortality.
3 How much sugar do most American’s consume daily?
a 5 teaspoons
b 15 teaspoons
c 25 teaspoons
d 30 teaspoons
4 This sugar consumption totals 480 calories, which is 25%
of the calories most people need in a day.
5 Oils are full of fat but very low in nutrients.
6 High fat dairy products increase the risk of heart disease,
diabetes, and many other illnesses.
a true
b false
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7 Increasing red meat consumption by just half a serving per day,
increases diabetes risk by 48% in the following four years.
8 Processed meat can lead to diabetes, cancer, and premature death.
a true
b false

Reflect/Discussion Time
Red light! Green light! Identify a favorite red light food that you
can replace with a green light food. Get creative! It’s actually
much more feasible than you’d think.

Homework Video (pp. 36, 37)
Set STEP 3 Goal (pp. 38, 39)

Check in with group to make sure they are checking blood sugars
and working with healthcare team. Emphasize how important this is
because their blood sugars can change dramatically as they implement
these new healthy habits.

SHOW: Summer Blast Salad (1m 37s)

Participants can also find the recipe in Plant to Plate: Diabetes Edition
cookbook, p. 159. Serve samples, and visit.

Daily Calls

Remind participants to call or text their Health Partner every day and
share (1) what they ate, (2) what they did for exercise, and (3) if they
met their STEP goal.
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SESSION 4

TRANSFORM YOUR GENES
Welcome
SHOW: Change Your Genes (7m 4s)
Workbook (p. 40)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
1 Epigenetics refers to:
a a map of the human genome
b factors (besides genes) that influence gene expression
c the inevitable results of poor genetics
d none of the above
2 We can’t alter our DNA, but we can change the way it expresses
itself.
3 The brown coated mice no longer had the Agouti gene.
a true
b false
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4 Which of the following habits could change the way your
genes express themselves?
a eating healthy food
b getting regular exercise
c managing stress
d all of the above
5 The ability to make choices that are not controlled by fate is:
free will .

Reflect/Discussion Time
What genetic risks do you have? How does this information
change the way you think about those risks?

SHOW: Meal Balancing (13m 21s)
Workbook (p. 42)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
1 The glycemic index and glycemic load tools can help you keep
track of the way different foods impact your blood sugars.
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2 What’s the best way to keep track of your meal balancing
success?
a keeping a food journal
b getting a sponsor
c checking your blood sugars
d none of the above

Group Activity
1 Create a healthy breakfast bowl by drawing or writing down
the names and amounts of the green light foods inside:
2 Create a healthy lunch or dinner by drawing portion lines in
your plate and drawing or writing down your favorite green
light foods:

SHOW: Eating in a Hurry (9m 44s)
Workbook (p. 44)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
1 Choose healthy options at ethnic and vegetarian restaurants.
Base your meals off of legumes and non–starchy vegetables.
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2 Seven tips to keep calories under control:
TIP 1 Avoid supersize portions.
TIP 2 Share your food.
TIP 3 Avoid desserts.
TIP 4 Ask for a take home container.
TIP 5 Ask for substitutions.
TIP 6 Limit sides and extras.
TIP 7 Minimize fat consumption.

Reflect/Discussion Time
Nancy found a way to enjoy eating on the run. It took a little
extra effort, but she made it happen. Brainstorm some ideas
for healthy meal options on the run. Then, list your top 5 ideas:

Group Activity
Fill the bowl with the ingredients and amounts you’ll need for
an all-inclusive, 6-layer meal.

SHOW: What About Medication? (12m 41s)
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Workbook (pp. 46–48)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
1 What can the stories of Lisa and Sister Mary teach us about the
proper use of insulin and other medications?
Some people with diabetes need insulin while others are
able to manage or even reverse the condition without it.
2 The extra-high insulin levels caused by insulin resistance lead
to:
a weight gain
b hypertension
c cancer growth
d all of the above
3 A clinical trial by the Diabetes Prevention Program found that
exercise and a healthy diet are twice as effective as Metformin
in preventing prediabetes from developing into type 2 diabetes.
4 Which of the following are side effects of oral diabetes
medications?
a weight gain
b kidney and liver damage
c increased infections
d all of the above
5 Which test can help determine whether someone with
diabetes will need to take insulin long-term?
a fasting blood sugar test
b hemoglobin A1c test
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c random blood sugar test
d C-peptide test

Reflect/Discussion Time
In what ways can you optimize first line therapy in your own life?

Reflect
Not only do your meals need balancing; your life needs
balancing, too! Describe an area of your life that could benefit
from more balance (fitness, diet, negative thinking, etc.).

Homework Video (pp. 50, 51)
Set STEP 4 Goal (pp. 52, 53)

Check in with group to make sure they are checking blood sugars
and working with healthcare team. Emphasize how important this is
because their blood sugars can change dramatically as they implement
these new healthy habits.

SHOW: Breakfast Beans Over Toast (1m 23s)

Participants can also find the recipe in Plant to Plate: Diabetes Edition
cookbook, p. 103. Serve samples, and visit.

Daily Calls

Remind participants to call or text their Health Partner every day and
share (1) what they ate, (2) what they did for exercise, and (3) if they
met their STEP goal.
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SESSION 5

BUILD YOUR TEAM
Welcome
SHOW: A Word on Weight (13m 40s)
Workbook (p. 54)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
1 Why is skipping breakfast the worst way to cut calories?
The body’s energy needs are greatest at the beginning of
the day. Skipping breakfast lowers your metabolism and
sets you up to overeat later in the day.
2 Which of the following is a more accurate way to determine
diabetes risk?.
a weight
b body composition
c BMI
d appearance
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3 Which of the following habits influences weight?
a healthy eating
b sleep
c drinking water
d all of the above

Reflect/Discussion Time
Why did Jason’s pants fall off if he hadn’t lost any weight?
Jason lost fat and gained muscle. Because muscle is more
dense than fat, it’s possible to lose inches without losing
weight.

SHOW: What About Beverages? (7m 29s)
Workbook (p. 56)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
1 Drinking just one can of soda per day increases the risk of
diabetes by 22 percent, regardless of the amount of total
calories consumed.
2 Calorie-free doesn’t mean risk-free. Diet (or artificially
sweetened) drinks can still increase the risk for diabetes,
heart disease, and cancer.
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3 100% fruit juices are a green light beverage.
a true
b false
4 Drinking caffeine is like living on credit. You may get a
temporary energy boost, but regular consumption can lead
to anxiety, insomnia, and potential addiction. They may also
negatively impact the adrenal system and bone health.
5 The American Heart Association recommends drinking red
wine for cardiovascular health.
a true
b false

SHOW: 8 Tips for Quality Sleep (8m 47s)
Workbook (p. 57)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
1 Even one night of sleep deprivation can trigger insulin
resistance.
2 As long as you sleep for 7 or 8 hours, it doesn’t matter what
time you go to sleep.
a true
b false
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Reflect/Discussion Time
Not only do you need sleep, you also need rest- time to recharge
emotionally, relationally, and spiritually. What are your favorite
ways to rest?

SHOW: Everybody Needs Somebody (6m 29s)
Workbook (p. 58)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
Five steps to social support:
STEP 1 Invest in people.
STEP 2 Form a health support system.
STEP 3 Find a health buddy.
STEP 4 Reach up.
STEP 5 Reach out.

Reflect/Discussion Time
1 In what ways do you like to help the community or the
people around you? How can this benefit your health?
2 Would you like to incorporate “reaching up” into your health
plan? In what ways?
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Reflect
Do you have a health buddy? If not, would you like to find
someone? List a few names of potential people to ask and a goal
date for asking (soon)!
1
2
3

Homework Video (pp. 60, 61)
Set STEP 5 Goal (pp. 62, 63)

Check in with group to make sure they are checking blood sugars
and working with healthcare team. Emphasize how important this is
because their blood sugars can change dramatically as they implement
these new healthy habits.

Announcements

Announce that the group will be taking a 15–20 min. walk during the
next session. Participants should bring comfortable clothes and shoes.

SHOW: Protein Packed Quinoa Salad (2m 7s)

Participants can also find the recipe in Plant to Plate: Diabetes Edition
cookbook, p. 157. Serve samples, and visit.

Daily Calls
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Remind participants to call or text their Health Partner every day and
share (1) what they ate, (2) what they did for exercise, and (3) if they
met their STEP goal.

SESSION 6

CHOOSE THE BEST
Welcome
SHOW: Choosing the Best (4m 55s)
Workbook (p. 64)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
1 How many choices does the average American make each day?
a 5,000
b 10,000
c 25,000
d 35,000
2 We create our own realities by the choices we make.
3 The dictionary defines temperance as: self-restraint in the
face of misled desire. What’s the opposite of temperance?
a fun
b freedom
c impulsivity
d choice
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Reflect/Discussion Time
1 Does the thought of “temperance” make you feel confined
or controlled? If so, how can you adjust your thinking to view
temperance as something that leads to freedom?
2 In what area of your life would you like to practice more
temperance? By saying no, what would you be saying yes to?

SHOW: Here Comes the Sun (10m 9s)
Workbook (p. 66)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
1 People with optimal Vitamin D levels are 40 percent less
likely to develop type 2 diabetes than those with low levels.
2 The human body contains 20,000 genes. >900 of them are
regulated by Vitamin D in some way.
3 How many Americans are Vitamin D deficient?
a 34%
b 45%
c 77%
d 99%
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Choose the best session 6
Reflect/Discussion Time
What are some of your favorite hobbies to do in the sunshine?

SHOW: Important Blood Sugar Tests (10m 18s)

Announcement after video: workbook pp. 67–69 contains more
information about each test. Participants can read this to review and
can also share with doctor when discussing or requesting tests.

SHOW: Other Types of Exercise (7m 13s)
Workbook (p. 72)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
A good goal is to build up to 45 minutes of aerobic exercise at
least 5 times each week. You can work your way up gradually.

Reflect/Discussion Time
If exercise was a pill, how much would you pay for it each day?

Reflect
Imagine your life 3 months from now. What choices can you
make this week that your future self will thank you for?
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Group Activity
Let’s go for a walk!
Take participants on a 15–20 minute walk. Then return to the group
room.

Homework Video (pp. 74, 75)
Set STEP 6 Goal (pp. 76, 77)

Check in with group to make sure they are checking blood sugars
and working with healthcare team. Emphasize how important this is
because their blood sugars can change dramatically as they implement
these new healthy habits.

SHOW: Kenyan Beans and Rice (1m 33s)

Participants can also find the recipe in Plant to Plate: Diabetes Edition
cookbook, p. 109. Serve samples, and visit.

Daily Calls

Remind participants to call or text their Health Partner every day and
share (1) what they ate, (2) what they did for exercise, and (3) if they
met their STEP goal.
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SESSION 7

DREAM BIG
Welcome
SHOW: A Plant-Based Planet (12m 31s)
Workbook (p. 78)
Reflect/Discussion Time
You’ve already been eating plant-based foods to optimize your
health. How does it make you feel to realize that these same
choices also help the environment, animals, and other people?

SHOW: The Five Stages of High Blood
Sugar (7m 13s)
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Workbook (p. 79)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
Just like running out of gas takes time, developing prediabetes
or diabetes is a gradual process.
Group Leaders: Remind participants to use the chart on p. 79 of the
workbook to monitor their blood sugars.

SHOW: Dream & Do – Part 1 (8m 35s)
Workbook (p. 80)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
The people who are most successful in reaching their health
goals have two things in common. They know how to dream
and they know how to do.

Reflect/Discussion Time
How does David’s story give you hope? What were some of
his secrets to success?
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SHOW: Dream & Do – Part 2 (7m 17s)

Have the participants fill out p. 81 of the workbook throughout the
video (pauses provided).

Workbook (p. 81)
Group Activity
Share your goals with the group.

SHOW: Resolve Your Ambivalence (6m 11s)
Workbook (p. 82)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
Ambivalence occurs when you have mixed feelings about your
health goals.
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Reflect
You’ve already identified the things you value the most. Did your
list include any people? If so, find a way to let this loved one know
you appreciate and value them. Write down what happens:

Homework Video (pp. 84, 85)
Set STEP 7 Goal (pp. 86, 87)

Check in with group to make sure they are checking blood sugars
and working with healthcare team. Emphasize how important this is
because their blood sugars can change dramatically as they implement
these new healthy habits.

SHOW: Tabbouleh Hummus Wrap (56s)

Participants can also find the recipe in Plant to Plate: Diabetes Edition
cookbook, p. 129. Serve samples, and visit.

Daily Calls

Remind participants to call or text their Health Partner every day and
share (1) what they ate, (2) what they did for exercise, and (3) if they
met their STEP goal.
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SESSION 8

FEED YOUR SOUL
Welcome
SHOW: Be Kind to Your Mind (6m 52s)
Workbook (pp. 88, 89)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
1 The mind and the body are closely connected. Whatever
impacts one also affects the other.
2 If you want to improve your health, you need to:
a use more negative-self talk
b go on the Survivor show
c increase your self-criticism
d be kind to your mind
3 Health isn’t just a destination, it’s a journey . Every step
counts. Healthy choices are doable and sometimes much
easier than we think. Small, consistent health choices add
up to big results.
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Reflect/Discussion Time
1 We live in a culture that values us based on our appearance
and performance. Is value earned or inherent? What really
makes a person valuable?
2 The ancient King Solomon once wrote, “As a man thinks in
his heart, so is he.” Our thoughts become our realities. As we
think like healthy people, we become healthy people. Share
a specific way that you’d like to think like a healthy person.

SHOW: Forgive to Live (7m 50s)
Workbook (p. 90)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
1 Unresolved bitterness increases the risk of:
a heart disease
b obesity
c premature death
d all of the above
2 We live in an imperfect world. We make mistakes and other
people do too. Sometimes we are hurt very deeply. Sometimes
things happen that are inexcusable. Forgiveness doesn’t mean
that we weren’t hurt or that what happened was okay, it’s
simply a choice to release the pain and move forward.
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Reflect/Discussion Time
1 Discuss Nancy’s story. What did she receive from holding
onto bitterness?
2 What did she receive from letting it go?

SHOW: The Faith Factor (5m 31s)
Workbook (p. 93)
Test Your Knowledge Answers
People who frequently attend religious services live over
seven years longer than those who never attend. To put this in
perspective, belonging to a spiritual community is as good for
your health as not smoking.

Reflect/Discussion Time
In what new ways would you like to incorporate spirituality into
your health plan?
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Set STEP 8 Goal (pp. 94, 95)

Remind the group of the importance of continuing to work with their
healthcare team as they move forward in their health journey.

Announcements

Let your participants know how much you’ve enjoyed learning and
growing with them. Also, make sure you announce any follow-up
programs you’ll be hosting. Follow-up programs can be as simple
as reunion potluck dinners, weekly phone calls, a walking club,
Truth Link, etc.

SHOW: Tofu Thai Curry (2m 19s)

Participants can also find the recipe in Plant to Plate: Diabetes Edition
cookbook, p. 116. Serve samples, and visit.

Daily Calls

Remind participants to call or text their Health Partner every day and
share (1) what they ate, (2) what they did for exercise, and (3) if they
met their STEP goal.

Introduce the 21-Day Journal
Now that you’ve concluded Session 8 of Diabetes Undone, please refer
to pp. 14, 15 in your Facilitator’s Guide to introduce the 21-Day Journal
to your participants. The Journal will help them greatly as they make
their transition to a diabetes-free lifestyle.
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ANSWERS TO

HOMEWORK VIDEOS

7 Warning Signs (pp. 26, 27)
Test Your Knowledge
SIGN 1 Inactivity
The Nurse’s Health Study suggests that getting regular exercise
can reduce the risk of diabetes by 30 to 50 percent!
SIGN 2 Excess Weight
Being overweight or obese dramatically increases diabetes risk.
In fact, the Nurse’s Health Study suggests that maintaining a
normal weight or losing weight if necessary could prevent 50 to
70 percent of new diabetes cases. Even a modest weight loss of 10
pounds can dramatically improve blood sugars and overall health.
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SIGN 3 Age (45 years or older)
Diabetes risk increases with age, but isn’t caused by age.
Regular screening is important at every age.
SIGN 4 High Blood Pressure
People with diabetes are twice as likely to have high blood
pressure! That means that if your blood pressure is high,
it might be a sign that your blood sugars are high too. High
blood pressure is defined as 140/90, but any level higher than
120/80 indicates risk.
SIGN 5 High Cholesterol or Triglycerides
Guidelines:

*
*
*
*

Total cholesterol: < 200 (Ideally < 160)
HDL “good” cholesterol: > 40 for men and > than 50 for women
LDL or “bad” cholesterol: < 130 (Ideally < 70)
Fasting triglycerides: < 150 (Ideally < 100)

SIGN 6 Family History
Diabetes does have a genetic component, but that doesn’t
make it inevitable! The healthy choices you make can cause
epigenetic changes that will alter your genetic destiny.
SIGN 7 Ethnicity
Although some people groups have a genetic predisposition
to diabetes, the disease won’t develop unless other factors
are present.
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Your Kitchen Makeover (pp. 36, 37)
Test Your Knowledge
There are no good foods or bad foods:
a true
b false
STEP 1 Take out the trash!
Say goodbye to refined carbs and sweets, unhealthy processed
and packaged foods, red light meats, full fat dairy and eggs,
oily foods, foods high in salt and sugar, and red light beverages.
STEP 2 Stock up on healthy groceries.
* Fresh and frozen vegetables
* Dry or canned beans, hummus, tofu, and milk substitutes
* Intact whole grains such as quinoa, brown, black, or wild
rice, barley, and oat groats.
* Starchy vegetables such as potatoes, yams, winter squash
and corn.
* Whole fresh fruits such as apples, pears, bananas,
oranges, mango, peaches, plums, melons, berries, etc.
* Whole food fats such as avocados, nuts, seeds, coconut,
olives, and non-hydrogenated nut butters.
* Good choices for yellow light groceries include heavy,
whole grain breads, pastas, and crackers, pasta sauce,
oatmeal, and healthy meat substitutes.
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STEP 3 Connect with cooking resources.
Once your kitchen is stocked with healthy foods, you’ll need to
know how to prepare them. Healthy eating doesn’t have to take
a lot of preparation. The important thing is to find new food
habits that work for you.

8 Tips for Optimal Digesetion (pp. 50, 51)
Test Your Knowledge
There are no good foods or bad foods:
a true
b false
TIP 1 Chew your food.
TIP 2 Don’t drown your meals.
TIP 3 Eat a big breakfast, a medium lunch, and a small dinner.
TIP 4 Avoid snacking.
TIP 5 Avoid irritating foods.
TIP 6 Go for a walk.
TIP 7 Consider supplements.
TIP 8 Eat with a grateful heart.
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Answers to homework videos

Missing Links in Your Health Plan (pp. 60, 61)
Test Your Knowledge
1 Diabetes can be mysterious. Many people with diabetes
have disease-causing factors they aren’t even aware of.
2 How many Americans suffer from autoimmune disease?
a 1 in 50
b 1 in 20
c 1 in 12
d 1 in 3
3 You can think of autoimmune disease as friendly fire.
4 Both type 1diabetes and LADA cause damage to the beta
cells of the pancreas.
a true
b false
5 What’s the difference between type 1 diabetes and LADA?
a type 1 damages the pancreas, LADA doesn’t.
b type 1 is autoimmune, LADA isn’t.
c type 1 causes quick damage, LADA causes slow damage.
d none of the above
6 Because it progresses slowly, LADA is often misdiagnosed
as type 2 diabetes. (An estimated 10% of LADA cases are
misdiagnosed).
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7 All autoimmune reactions are caused by antigens, or
toxins the body wants to destroy. Although it’s impossible
to completely avoid toxin exposure, you can significantly
reduce your risk by following these four simple steps.
STEP 1
STEP 2
STEP 3
STEP 4

Eat green light foods.
Optimize your digestion.
Use toxin-free products.
Ventilate.

The Rest of the Tests (pp. 74, 75)
Test Your Knowledge
1 Health is comprehensive.
2 Blood sugars are important, but are just one piece in the
puzzle.
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Answers to homework videos

Your Pancreatic Potential (pp. 84, 85)
Test Your Knowledge
1 The beta cells of the pancreas secrete a hormone called
insulin that stabilizes blood sugars.
2 People with type 1 diabetes have damaged beta cells that
no longer produce insulin.
3 People with type 2 diabetes still produce insulin, but their
cells are resistant to it. This forces the pancreas to work extra
hard to create lots of extra insulin to force blood sugars down.
4 High insulin levels increase the risk of several diseases, including:
a heart disease
b cancer
c dementia
d all of the above
5 Years of overwork can cause the pancreas to burn out. When
this happens, type 2 diabetes becomes more like type 1
diabetes.
6 Which of the following tests measure pancreatic function?
a fasting insulin
b two hour insulin
c C-peptide test
d all of the above
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For any questions, comments,
or suggestions, please contact:
(916) 581-2503
diabetes@lifeandhealth.org
600 Business Park Dr
Lincoln, CA 95648

lifeandhealth.org

diabetesundone.com

